Rural Water Supply Operations Seminar  
“Moving Big Water!”

A 2-day Seminar That Covers Hauling Water From “A to Z”

Classroom Presentations Include:
• Fire Flow Needs
• Maximizing Drafting Operations
• Dump Site Operations
• Fill Site Operations
• Tanker Operations
• Water Supply Command

Practical Sessions Can Include:
• Dump Site Set-up
• Fill Site Set-up
• Relay Pumping
• Portable Pump Use
• Maximizing Fire Hydrants
• 2-hr Tanker Shuttle Drill

This seminar meets SFFMA and TCFO Objectives and is eligible for HB2604 funding support in Texas.

For more information and pricing, contact GBW Associates, LLC at (443) 398-6619 or by email at thebigcamel@gotbigwater.com